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waves c1 compgate is a dynamic,
time-domain limiter that is very

effective and easy to use, even on a
new system. when the limiter is set to

the maximum output, the c1
compgate will limit the amount of

recorded input to a specific amount,
which means you don't have to deal

with clipping meters. waves c1
compgate is an effect that allows you
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to use the dynamics of a dry signal to
colorise a compressor, ensuring a

more natural coloration of the signal.
in addition, the compressor has an

inflection point, which means you can
control the release of the wet signal.
waves comp 1 compgate is a plug-in

that lets you add an additional
perspective to the dynamics of a dry

signal, which may be used when
experimenting with or fine-tuning the
dynamics section of a compressor or
gate. these dynamics are not being

processed by the plug-in, as the plug-
in is limited to the dynamics of the dry
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signal; however, if you add a
dynamics section to the plug-in, you'll
be able to adjust the dynamics for the
compressed signal. a variation on the
core idea, the mastering plug-in, once

again, is a true multiband limiter /
compressor, this time with three

separate versions, and with non-linear
saturating compression and a ton of

other functions, like the ability to
apply mastering plug-ins. it supports
plug-ins using the new wavesr-api 1.1
interface. very much something of an

offshoot from the gate module is
super gate. like most gate plug-ins, it
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can be set up to cut incoming sounds
into two parts, either left and right or
top and bottom, and then control how
much of each part gets through. the
filters here are the same as in the

gate module, though they are
marginally wider. the high-pass filter

has a sharp cut on the lows, and more
gently on the highs. the low-pass filter
is slightly rolled off, and not quite as
bottom-filling as in the default gate

module. 5ec8ef588b
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